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At biotical health we are specialists in providing innovative diagnostic methods that help improve people’s
well-being.
100% Spanish manufacturing and development, our
commitment to quality is based on fully integrated control and development, from raw materials to the finished
product.
Open to satisfy the needs of the national and international market, we export our products to countries around
the world.

IMMUNOCROMATOGRAPHY PRODUCT LINE:
LATERAL FLOW RAPID TEST
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The biotical health Immunochromatography line, dedicated to the design, manufacture and marketing of lateral flow rapid test, are produced and developed under
the European Regulation 98/79/EC for In Vitro Diagnostic Medical Devices as well as ISO13485.
Our product line offers the possibility of making a rapid
and simple diagnosis, using devices that are easy to interpret and do not require laboratory instrumentation,
the result of which is obtained in less than 10 minutes.
The design of the rapid test is based on the immunological capture of a colored colloid, during its passage
through a membrane on which an antibody, or antigen,
has been immobilized.
The colored latex incorporated in various colors (Green,
Blue or Red depending on each case), allows us to make
an identification of the result and the control line much
more accurate.
The test are presented in kit format, with all the necessary elements to carry out a fast and safe diagnosis, and
may also include, if required, positive and/or negative
controls to verify the effectiveness of the test.
Likewise, our test can be used with a compatible electronic reader, which allows to store, manage and interpret
the test results.

Close the tube with the diluent
and stool sample. Shake the
tube in order to assure good
sample dispersion.
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Cut the end of the cap and
dispense exactly 4 drops
into the “S” window.

Unscrew the cap
and use the stick to
pick up the sample.

CODE

biotical health identifies acute gastrointestinal infections
caused by viruses, bacteria and parasites, in stool sample
quickly and easily.
Thanks to their easy handling and high sensitivity, biotical
health’s rapid immunochromatography test qualitatively
detect antigens of the most common gastrointestinal
pathogens, making it possible for the healthcare professional
to have a presumptive diagnosis of the infection caused in a
very short time.
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AVAILABLE TEST
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VIRUSES:
ROTAVIRUS

RTB25R

ROTA-ADENO

RTB25RA

ASTROVIRUS

RTB25AT

NOROVIRUS GEN I / GEN II

RTB25NV

ENTEROVIRUS

RTB25EV

BACTERIA:
E. COLI O157:H7

10’

read the result at ten minutes

RTB25CA

SALMONELLA

RTB25SA

H. PYLORI

RTB25PG

C. DIFFICILE GDH

RTB25GD

C. DIFFICILE TOXINS A + B

RTB25CD

PARASITES:
GIARDIA

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

INVALID

RTB25E

CAMPYLOBACTER

INVALID

RTB25G

CRYPTO-GIARDIA

RTB25KG

ENTAMOEBA

RTB25EH

biotical health identifies viral or bacterial air ways infections in
urine or nasopharyngeal samples quickly and easily.
Thanks to their easy handling and high sensitivity, biotical health’s
rapid immunochromatography test qualitatively detects antigens
from the most common respiratory pathogens, making possible
for the healthcare professional to make a presumptive diagnosis
of the infection caused in a very short time.
Each rapid test kit contains, as extra quality control for the
validation of the result, a positive control (in the case of
nasopharyngeal sample test) or a positive and a negative control
(in the case of urine sample test).
Our inactivated dry controls add extra value to the quality of our
products.

Test
procedure
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Dispense exactly 4 drops
from the testing tube into
the “S” window.

NASOPHARYNGEAL
SAMPLE:
SARS-COV-2 Ag
STREP A

Add 15 drops of
the Reagent B in
a testing tube.
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Respiratory pathogens

Put the swab into the tube
and mix the solution by
rotating the swab forcefully
against the side of the tube at
least 1 minute.

AVAILABLE TEST

2

RTB25COV2C
RTB25SC

RSV

RTB25RVC

ADENO RESPIRATORY

RTB25APC

RSV + ADENO RESPIRATORY

RTB25VRC

INFLUENZA A + B

RTB25ABC

URINE SAMPLE:
S. PNEUMONIAE

RTB25SNCN

LEGIONELLA

RTB25LPCN

10’

read the result at ten minutes

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE A

POSITIVE B

POSITIVE A +B

ANY OTHER RESULTS ARE INVALID
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Close the tube with the diluent
and stool sample. Shake the
tube in order to assure good
sample dispersion.

Test
procedure
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FOB

Unscrew the
cap and use the
stick to pick up
the sample.

Cut the end of the
tube and dispense
exactly 4 drops into
the “S” window.
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biotical health’s Tumor and Inflammatory Markers line offers
qualitative cut-off fecal sample test as indicators of possible
inflammatory bowel activity and gastrointestinal bleeding that
are performed quickly and easily, allowing a first non-invasive
diagnostic screening of patients.
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AVAILABLE TEST

Tumor and
inflammatory markers

RTB25F

FOB + TRANSFERRIN

RTB25FT

CALPROTECTIN

RTB25CP

CALPROTECTIN
+ LACTOFERRIN

RTB25CL

10’
PREGNANCY TEST
ALSO AVAILABLE
HCG

biotical hCG Card
(40 Rapid Test with
dropper pipettes)

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

INVALID

INVALID

CODE

read the result at ten minutes

RTB40SG

Negative control

Positive controls

Generic Negative Control (dry and inactivated) valid
for all rapid test that allows parallel analysis as extra quality
control to reduce the risk of false positive results
from contamination during the test procedure.
Test results

Positive Controls available (dry and inactivated)
for each of the rapid test that allow to perform a parallel
analysis as extra quality control to validate the results
of the diagnostic technique.

GENERIC
NEGATIVE
CODE CONTROL
CNRT30 NEGATIVE CONTROL

NEGATIVE

INVALID

INVALID

INVALID

POSITIVE

INVALID

INVALID

INVALID

TRANSFERRIN + C.

CPRT30FT
CPRT30CP

LACTOFERRIN + C.

CPRT30CL

ROTAVIRUS + C.

CPRT30R

ADENOVIRUS + C.

CPRT30RA

ASTROVIRUS + C.

CPRT30AT

NOROVIRUS GEN I + C.

CPRT30NG

NOROVIRUS GEN II + C.

CPRT30NP
CPRT30E

CAMPYLOBACTER + C.

CPRT30CA

SALMONELLA + C.

CPRT30SA

H. PYLORI + C.

CPRT30PG

C. DIFFICILE GDH + C.

CPRT30GD

C. DIFFICILE TOXIN A + C.

CPRT30TA

C. DIFFICILE TOXIN B + C.

CPRT30TB

GIARDIA + C.

CPRT30G

CRYPTO + C.

CPRT30K

ENTAMOEBA + C.
STREP A + C.

Strep A card
not included

CPRT30F

CALPROTECTIN + C.

E. COLI O157 + C.

Test results

CODE

AVAILABLE TEST
FOB + C.

CPRT30EH
CPRT30S

RSV + C.

CPRT30RV

ADENO RESPIRATORY + C.

CPRT30AP

INFLUENZA A+B + C.

CPRT30AB

S. PNEUMONIAE + C.

CPRT30SN

LEGIONELLA + C.

CPRT30LP

ENTEROVIRUS + C.

CPRT30EV

hCG + C.

CPRT30SG

Fast and Reliable
Simple Use
Easy to Interpret
Dry Inactivated Controls (Positives and Negatives) for Extra Quality Assurance
Manufacture and Development in Spain

Sierra de Guadarrama, 1.
28830 San Fernando de Henares. Madrid
Tel.: + 34 91 677 43 08
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